SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 29 October 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, partly cloudy, winds 12 knots, temperature high -02C,

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling,
SCINI Team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Mark Bowling

Drill Team
• Moved Mini Van 7 next to C&C for unloading
• Unloaded tri-wall full of tools and took to the MEC
• Started sorting through the 20 foot container and separating needed drill equipment for moving to the MEC
• Made first trip out to SPOTS site, and started preparing MEC for setup

SCINI
• Mark did sea ice training
• Rebuilt focus mechanism
• Cleaned sealed three cameras
• Software session with Dave and John
• Connected all modules and tested SCINI
• Prepared equipment for tank test
• Arranged for hut and drill on Thursday
• Tested monitor configuration

Cargo:
No new cargo on station, although flowmeters are have been tracked in the cargo system and will be on next plane.

Note:
MEC is in position and this lets us get to work with our tasking so we can stay on track with planned departure date for traverse. No pics today.

Report by Dennis Duling